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CUTICLE LAYER DENSITIES FOLDING + UNFOLDING
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The exocuticle is best seen in the hard 
plate on the back of the honeypot ant. It 
consists of a higher density of chitin than 

resilin, giving it rigidity.

The endocuticle is more prevalently seen 
on the yellow skin of the ant’s abdomen. 

It consists of a higher density of resilin 
than chitin which allows greater �exibility
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ELASTIC STRUCTURE  + RESILIN FIBERS

elastic “sca�olding” of mesh matrix 

top view of mesh matrix 
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STRAIGHT BANDS

x2

lateral stretching up to 2x widthbands within material

TRANSVERSAL STRETCHING

x2 x1.5

transversal stretching in knit fabric: stretching only occurs 
where fabric is free from banding

transversal stretching in rubber

DIAGONAL BANDS 

diagonal bands within material material can be stretched x1.25 in either direction

x1.25

ELASTIC MATERIAL STUDY



material can be stretched x1.25 in either direction

PAPER FOLDING STUDY

GLIDE REFLECTION 1.0 GLIDE REFLECTION 2.0



APPLICATIONS

BUILDING STRUCTURAL SCALE

section - folded state - nts

section - unfolded state - nts

plan - folded state - nts

plan - unfolded state - nts



APPLICATIONS

BUILDING FAÇADE SCALE

OPEN FAÇADE SEMI-OPEN FAÇADE CLOSED FAÇADE

The open facade allows for views and
sunlight to come in through windows.
The folding membrane can be stretched
and pulled apart to cover the windows in
various ways.

The most translucent of the three, the
closed facade allows for light to penetrate
through and creates a pillowed
e�ect that could aid in insultation.

The semi-open facade props open the
folded geometry to allow for views 
and creates a pillowed e�ect covering 
spandrels.


